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Abstra t. Many logi programming implementations ompile to C, but
they ompile to very low-level C, and thus dis ard many of the advantages of ompiling to a high-level language. We des ribe an alternative
approa h to ompiling logi programs to C, based on ontinuation passing, that we have used in a new ba k-end for the Mer ury ompiler. The
new approa h ompiles to mu h higher-level C ode, whi h means the
ompiler ba k-end and run-time system an be onsiderably simpler.
We present a formal s hema for the transformation, and give ben hmark
results whi h show that this approa h delivers performan e that is more
than ompetitive with the fastest previous implementation, with greater
simpli ity and better portability and interoperability.
The approa h we des ribe an also be used for ompiling to other target
languages, su h as IL (the Mi rosoft .NET intermediate language).
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1 Introdu tion
Nowadays many implementations of high-level languages ompile to C [6, 9, 15℄.
We have used the te hnique ourselves in the original implementation [7, 10, 14℄
of Mer ury, a strongly-typed de larative programming language whi h supports
fun tional and logi programming.
The popularity of ompilation to C is not surprising, be ause its bene ts are
by now well known:

{ C ode an be portable.

C ompilers exist for almost every important hardware ar hite ture. In
omparison to generating assembler or writing a JIT ompiler, generating
portable C ode greatly redu es the e ort required to port the high-level
language implementation to a di erent hardware ar hite ture.
{ C is eÆ ient.
High quality C ompilers are widely and often freely available. Generating
native ode via C an result in onsiderably better performan e than writing
an interpreter, and the performan e will usually be lose to what ould be
obtained by generating assembler dire tly, espe ially if there is a lose mat h
between the sour e language and C. Indeed the performan e may well be
better in pra ti e, sin e more resour es are available for improving the C
ompiler's optimizer than would be available for a less established language.

{ C has riti al mass.

There is good tool support, lots of programmers know C, there is lots of
existing C ode to link to, and so on.
{ C is higher level than assembler.
This an make ompiling to C mu h easier. Again, the bene t is greatest if
there is a lose mat h between the sour e language and C.
Unfortunately, however, logi programming (LP) languages are not a good
mat h with C. There are two key problems: tail re ursion and ba ktra king.

Tail re ursion. In logi programs, re ursion is the primary method of iteration.

To ensure that re ursive loops an operate in onstant spa e, logi programming
implementations perform tail all optimization, not just for dire tly re ursive
tail alls, but also for tail alls to other pro edures (whi h might be part of an
indire tly re ursive loop).
However, C programs generally use expli it looping onstru ts for iteration,
and C implementations generally don't optimize tail alls. Even those implementations whi h do make some attempt at this generally only do so in a very
limited set of ir umstan es. The problem is that the semanti s of C make it
very diÆ ult for the C ompiler to perform tail all optimization if any lo al
variable has its address taken. Furthermore for most C programs, the payo of
optimizing the diÆ ult ases is likely to be very small.
When ompiling to C, an LP language ompiler an re ognize dire tly tailre ursive loops and output C looping onstru ts for them. But if pro edure alls
in the LP language are to be mapped to fun tion alls in C, then tail alls other
than dire tly re ursive tail alls an't be optimized so easily. Inlining an redu e
some indire tly re ursive loops to dire tly re ursive loops, but it won't handle
the general ase; indire t tail re ursion an even span module boundaries.

Ba ktra king. The presen e of nondeterminism and ba ktra king in LP languages leads to a ompletely di erent model of pro edure alling.
In C and other traditional languages, ea h pro edure is alled and then,
after some pro essing, the pro edure will normally return to the aller. The
sta k frame an be allo ated on alls and deallo ated on returns.
In ontrast, Prolog and other languages that support ba ktra king use a fourport model (CALL, EXIT, REDO, FAIL) [4℄. A pro edure is alled (CALL), does
some pro essing, and then returns an answer to the aller (EXIT); but after an
answer has been returned, the aller an re-enter the pro edure to look for more
solutions (REDO). If there are more solutions, the pro edure will return another
answer again (EXIT), and the aller may again ask for more solutions (REDO).
Eventually, when there are no more solutions, the pro edure will FAIL; only
then an the sta k frame be deallo ated.
The traditional solution. Be ause of the di eren e in pro edure alling model
imposed by ba ktra king, LP predi ate alls and exits annot be mapped dire tly
to C fun tion alls and returns. Instead, LP language ompilers that target C
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use their own data areas for parameter passing and storing lo al variables. These
data areas are then manipulated expli itly in the generated C ode.
This solution also helps solve the problem with tail alls, be ause the LP
language ompiler has omplete ontrol over the LP data areas. The C sta k an
be kept to a xed size using a driver loop, e.g.
typedef void * Fun (void);
void driver(Fun *entry) {
register Fun *fp = entry;
while (fp != NULL) {
fp = (Fun *) (*fp)();
}
}

with ea h C fun tion returning the address of the next C fun tion to all. Various
optimizations on this basi model (su h as loop unrolling, using GNU C extensions, inline assembler jumps, et .) are possible, and were exploited by earlier
versions of the Mer ury ompiler [10℄.

Drawba ks of the traditional solution. The traditional approa h means
that the LP language implementation will e e tively de ne its own virtual mahine, with the virtual ma hine instru tions typi ally implemented as C ma ros.
This approa h is workable, but be ause it doesn't use the C alling onvention, it unfortunately dis ards many of the advantages of ompiling to a
high-level language:
{ The LP language ompiler needs to do mu h of the work of a traditional

ompiler, in luding allo ating variables to virtual ma hine sta k slots or
virtual registers.
{ The generated ode is low level, and hard to read.
{ The performan e is not as good as it ould be, be ause the LP ompiler often
ends up working against the C ompiler, rather than with it. For example,
if GNU C extensions are used to map virtual ma hine registers into real
registers, then those registers an't be used by the C ompiler for other
purposes. Another example is that be ause all data manipulation is done via
the LP implementation's data stru tures, rather than lo al variables, the C
ompiler's ability to analyze possible aliasing may be signi antly inhibited,
whi h an harm the C ompiler's ability to optimize the ode.
{ There is a for ed trade-o between eÆ ien y, simpli ity, and portability; the
optimizations mentioned above, whi h are needed to a hieve good eÆ ien y,
ompromise portability and/or in rease omplexity of the sour e ode.
In this paper, we des ribe an alternative approa h to transforming logi programs to C, using ontinuation passing to handle nondeterminism, that avoids
these drawba ks.
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2 Preliminaries
Abstra t Syntax The transformation des ribed in this paper takes as its input

logi programs whi h have been redu ed to a simpli ed intermediate form: uniations are attened, and ea h predi ate has only one lause (multiple lauses
having been onverted into expli it disjun tions). The abstra t syntax for goals
in our simpli ed ore language is as shown in Figure 1.
goal

!(
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

goal , goal )
(goal ; goal )
not(goal )
(goal -> goal ; goal )
on e (goal )
pred (var , ...)
var = var
var = fun tor (var , ...).

Fig. 1. Mer ury

Conjun tion
Disjun tion
Negation
If-then-else
Pruning
Calls
Uni ation (assignment/test)
Uni ation ( onstru tion/de onstru tion)
ore abstra t syntax.

Pro edures A key aspe t of our translation is that it is mostly a one-to-one
mapping. Ea h pro edure in the logi program is mapped to one C fun tion
(possibly ontaining nested fun tions, as explained below). Ea h head variable
in a lause is mapped to a orresponding C fun tion parameter, and ea h nonhead variable is mapped to a orresponding C lo al variable.
Types and Modes Sin e Mer ury is a (mostly) stati ally typed and moded

language | i.e. the programmer de lares and/or the ompiler infers the type of
ea h variable, and whether ea h parameter is input or output | we have full
type and mode information available when generating ode. So ea h Mer ury
type is mapped to the orresponding C type, with input parameters passed by
value, and output parameters passed by referen e (i.e. using pointer arguments
in the generated C ode).
However, the transformation s heme des ribed here does not require stati
type or mode information; for a dynami ally typed and dynami ally moded LP
language, it would be possible to map every type in the sour e language to a
single C type, and to always pass arguments by referen e, though this would
of ourse add the usual run-time overheads for dynami typing and dynami
modes.

Pro edures with Multiple Modes An important feature of logi programming is that it supports multi-moded predi ates. For example, the same predi ate
append/3, an be used either to append two lists together (the `(in, in, out)'
mode), or to nd all the ways of splitting a single list into two sublists (the
`(out, out, in)' mode).
4

For multi-moded Mer ury predi ates, ea h mode of the predi ate is treated
as a di erent pro edure, and so we generate a di erent C fun tion for ea h mode
of the predi ate.

Determinism Analysis The transformation requires that ea h (sub-)goal in

the abstra t syntax be annotated with its determinism, whi h indi ates how
many times that goal an su eed (EXIT) ea h time it is invoked (CALLed).
For Mer ury, this information is readily available, sin e the Mer ury language
in ludes determinism de larations (optional for pro edures lo al to a module, but
mandatory for pro edures exported for use by other modules). The ompiler's
determinism he king and inferen e [11℄ produ es the information that we need.
We use a simpli ed form of the determinism ategories used by the Mer ury
language, whi h takes into a ount only those distin tions whi h are important
for ode generation:

{ m det indi ates that the goal will su eed exa tly on e (unless it does not
terminate, or throws an ex eption)

{ m semi indi ates that the goal will su eed at most on e
{ m non indi ates that the goal may su eed any number of times
For example, `(in, in, out)' mode of append/3 has determinism m det,
while the `(out, out, in)' mode has determinism m non.
Some other LP languages, su h as Turbo/PDC/Visual Prolog, also have similar ompile-time determinism he king/inferen e. For other LP languages the
determinism information ould be obtained by stati analysis of the program.
This kind of analysis has been done by optimizing Prolog ompilers su h as
Parma [16℄, Aquarius Prolog [17℄ and Ciao-Prolog [3℄.
The transformation s heme relies fairly heavily on having determinism information about every goal (and a urate determinism analysis in turn also requires
a urate type and mode information). If determinism information isn't available,
it would be possible to use a onservative approximation | in the worst ase
assigning the determinism m non to every pro edure | but this will signi antly
redu e the eÆ ien y of the generated ode.

3 Our Transformation S heme
Continuation Passing Style. For nondeterministi pro edures, we generate

ode using an expli it ontinuation passing style. Ea h nondeterministi pro edures gets translated into a fun tion whi h takes an extra parameter whi h is a
fun tion pointer that points to the su ess ontinuation. On su ess, the fun tion
alls its su ess ontinuation, and on failure it returns.
To keep things easy, our transformation generates ode whi h may ontain
nested fun tions (as in Pas al, or GNU C). Our use of nested fun tions is restri ted to what are often known as \downward losures": when we take the
address of a nested fun tion, we only ever do two things with it: pass it as a ontinuation argument, or all it. The ontinuations are never returned and never
stored inside heap obje ts or global variables. These onditions are suÆ ient to
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ensure that we never keep the address of a nested fun tion after the ontaining
fun tion has returned, so we won't get any dangling ontinuations.
If the target language doesn't support nested fun tions (or, like GNU C,
doesn't support them eÆ iently enough) then after the transformation is omplete, we have a separate pass that transforms the generated C ode into a
form that does not use nested fun tions, by expli itly passing a pointer to an
environment stru t to ea h fun tion that was originally nested. Due to spa e
limitations, we do not des ribe how we do this onversion. Te hniques for implementing nested fun tions are well des ribed in the literature (e.g. [2℄).

Calling Convention. In ea h pro edure, we de lare a lo al variable `bool

eeded'. This is used to hold the su ess status of m semi sub-goals. The
transformation s hemas below show lo al de larations for the `su eeded' variable in all the pla es where they would be needed if we were generating them
lo ally. However, in our urrent implementation we a tually just generate a single `su eeded' variable for ea h pro edure. This is simpler, but may not be
quite as eÆ ient.
The alling onvention for sub-goals is as follows.
su

{ m det goal: On su ess, fall through. (May overwrite `su eeded'.)
{ m semi goal: On su ess, set `su eeded' to TRUE and fall through. On
failure, set `su eeded' to FALSE and fall through.

{ m non goal: On su ess, all the urrent su ess ontinuation. On failure,
fall through. (May overwrite `su eeded' in either ase.)

Notation. We use the following notation to distinguish between alls in the
di erent ode models:

Code model Notation

De nition

do Goal K
Exe ute Goal (whi h must be m det).
su eeded = Goal K Exe ute Goal , and set `su eeded' to
TRUE if the goal su eeds and FALSE
if it fails.
J Goal && Cont () K Exe ute Goal , alling the su ess ontinuation fun tion Cont () every time
it su eeds, and falling through when
it fails.

m det
m semi

J
J

m non

We also use the following notation for the transformation rules used by our
translator:

situation:

J

onstru t

K

) ode

=

This means that in the situation des ribed by situation , the spe i ed onstru t
should be translated by the LP language ompiler into the spe i ed ode . The
ode will in general be a mixture of C ode and fragments inside J . . . K whi h
need to be further translated.
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3.1 Converting Between Di erent Code Models
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If a m foo goal o urs in a m bar ontext, where foo =bar , then we need to modify
the ode that we emit for the goal so that it onforms to the alling onvention
expe ted for m bar .
Normally determinism analysis will ensure that the determinism expe ted by
the ontext is more permissive than the determinism of the goal. (There is one
ex eption, \ ommits"; they are dealt with below.) So we only have the following
ases to deal with:

m det Goal in m semi ontext:

m semi Goal in m non ontext:

=

=

J

su

)

eeded =

Goal

K

J

Goal

)

Goal

J do
K
su eeded = TRUE;

&&

Cont () K

bool su eeded;

m det Goal in m non ontext:

Goal K
Cont ();

su eeded =
if (su eeded)

J

Goal && Cont () K
J do Goal K
Cont ();
J

)

=

3.2 Code for Conjun tions
Code for empty onjun tions (`true') is trivial, and if the rst goal is m det, it
is also straight-forward:

m det goal:

m non goal:

=

=

J

do true

)

K

J

J

su

)

=

su

eeded = true

Cont () K

Cont ();
m det Goal :
J (Goal , Goals )
=)
J do Goal K
J Goals K

/* fall through */

m semi goal:

true &&

)

K

eeded = TRUE;

K

If the rst goal is m semi, then there are two ases: if the onjun tion as a
whole is m semi, things are simple, and if the onjun tion as a whole is m non,
then we do the same as for the m semi ase, ex ept that we also (ought to)
de lare a lo al `su eeded' variable.
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m semi Goal in m non
onjun tion:

m semi Goal in m semi
onjun tion:
J

Goal Goals K
J su eeded = Goal
if (su eeded) f
J Goals K

)

=

Goal

J

&&

)

su eeded =
(
,
)

=

Goals

K

bool su eeded;

Goal

K

J su eeded =
if (su eeded)

g

J

g

Goals

K

f

K

The really interesting ase omes when the rst goal is m non. In that ase,
we need to reate a new lo al ontinuation fun tion su fun n () whi h we use
as the ontinuation when generating ode for the rst goal. The ontinuation
fun tion just evaluates the remaining goal(s), with the original ontinuation
fun tion.

m non Goal :
J

Goal , Goals )

(

)

=

su

g
J

J

fun n()
&&

Goals

Goal

&& su

&&

f

Cont () K

Cont () K
fun n()

K

3.3 Code for Disjun tions
Code for empty disjun tions (`fail') is trivial:

m semi goal:
J

su

)

=

su

eeded = fail

m non goal:

K

J

fail &&

)

=

eeded = FALSE;

Cont () K

/* fall through */

Code for non-empty disjun tions di ers depending on the ode model of the
disjun tion, and on the determinism of the goal that is the rst disjun t.

(a) m det disjun tion:

m semi Goal :
=

Goal ; Goals ) K
J do Goal K
/* Goals is unrea hable */
do (

K

bool su eeded;

)

J

=

Goal ; Goals )

do (

)

J

m det Goal :

Goal

J su eeded =
if (!su eeded)
J do
K

g
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Goals

f

K

(b) m semi disjun tion:

m semi Goal :

m det Goal :
J

Goal Goals )

)

=

J

su eeded =
(
;

bool su

K

bool su eeded;

eeded;

Goal K
f
Goals

J su eeded =
if (!su eeded)
J su eeded =

Goal
Goals

g

( ) m non disjun tion:

K

m semi Goal :

m det Goal :

J

Goal ; Goals )
&& Cont () K
=)
J Goal K
Cont ();
J Goals && Cont () K
J

Goal Goals )

)

=

K

do
K
su eeded = TRUE
/*
is unrea hable */
J

su eeded =
(
;

(

Goal ; Goals )
&& Cont () K

(

)

=

bool su eeded;

Goal K
Cont ();
Cont K

J su eeded =
if (su eeded)
J
&&
()

Goals

m non Goal :

Goal ; Goals )
&& Cont () K
=)
J Goal && Cont () K
J Goals && Cont () K
J

(

3.4 Code for if-then-else
m det Cond :

Cond -> Then ; Else )
=)
J Cond K
J Then K
m semi Cond :
J (Cond -> Then ; Else )
J

(

)

=

bool su

Cond

su eeded =
if (su eeded)
J

Then

J

K

f

Cond

(

)

J

=

->

Then ; Else )

bool ondn ;

void then fun ()
ondn = TRUE;

K

g

eeded;

J

g else f
Else
g

m non Cond :

K

J

Then

f

K

ondn = FALSE;
&& then fun ()
if (! ondn)
J Else K

K

J

g

K
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Cond

f

K

K

If-then-elses with m det and m semi onditions translate easily into C, as
shown in the left-hand olumn above.
Mer ury also allows if-then-elses with m non onditions, in whi h ase exe ution an ba ktra k from the Then part ba k into the Cond part. (This is unlike
Prolog's standard if-then-else, whi h always prunes over the Cond , but like e.g.
SICStus Prolog's if/3.) Handling these is a little more tri ky. We need to ensure
that exe ution won't ba ktra k into the Else if the Cond su eeds, even if it is
later ba ktra ked over. To do this, we introdu e a fresh boolean variable (whi h
we all ondn ) to re ord whether or not Cond has ever su eeded, as shown in
the right-hand olumn above.
We also use the translation rules for if-then-else to handle negations, be ause
we handle J not(Goal ) K as if it were J (Goal -> fail ; true) K.
Note that there are some ompli ations with if-then-else and liveness-a urate
garbage olle tion, but due to la k of spa e we annot elaborate on these.

3.5 Code for Commits

Most LP languages provide some way to exe ute a nondeterministi goal, nd the
rst solution, and prune away all the other solutions to that goal. For example,
Prolog has `!' (\ ut") and on e/1, while Mer ury has ommitted hoi e nondeterminism and automati pruning of nondeterministi goals with no output
variables.
With our ontinuation-based approa h for handling nondeterminism, implementing ommits requires some way of unwinding the sta k. Depending on the
exa t target language (whi h may be e.g. C, GNU C, C++, et .) there are several
di erent ways in whi h this an be done:
{ using setjmp() / longjmp()
{ using GNU C's builtin setjmp() / builtin longjmp()
{ exiting nested fun tions via GNU C non-lo al gotos that jump to their ontaining fun tions
{ using at h/throw
{ by testing a ag after ea h all
The rst four alternatives, whi h are all preferable to the last one, are quite
similar. In our implementation, we wanted to support multiple di erent target
languages. So we transform the ode to an intermediate representation whi h abstra ts away the di eren es between the rst four approa hes using `TRY COMMIT'
and `DO COMMIT' operations.
In the Mer ury ompiler, pla es where pruning is required show up after
determinism analysis as alls to m non goals in m det or m semi ontexts; these
are equivalent to alls to `on e/1' in Prolog. Mer ury has no dire t equivalent
to Prolog's ut, so we don't give a transformation s hema for handling ut, but
the TRY COMMIT/DO COMMIT operations shown below would also be quite suitable
for implementing Prolog's ut (in luding !/1 as in e.g. SWI-Prolog, as well as
the standard !/0).

The Abstra t Transformation The transformation rules below are the abstra t version, using TRY COMMIT/DO COMMIT.
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m non in m semi ontext:

m non in m det ontext:

=

=

J

su

)

Goal ) K

eeded = on e(

J

COMMIT TYPE ref;
void su ess()
DO COMMIT(ref);

COMMIT TYPE ref;
void su ess()
DO COMMIT(ref);

f

g

f

TRY COMMIT(ref,
J
&& su ess()
su eeded = FALSE;
,
su eeded = TRUE;
)

g f
g

Goal

Goal ) K

do on e(

)

g

f

f

TRY COMMIT(ref,
J
&& su ess()
, )

K

Goal

g fg

K

setjmp/longjmp When using setjmp()/longjmp(), the abstra t operations mentioned above are de ned as follows: `COMMIT TYPE' is `jmp buf',
`DO COMMIT(ref)' is `longjmp(ref,1)', and `TRY COMMIT(ref,s1,s2)' is `if
(setjmp(ref)) s2 else s1'.
Care is required when using longjmp()/setjmp(), be ause the ANSI/ISO C
standard says that longjmp() is allowed to destroy the values of any non-volatile
lo al variables in the fun tion that alled setjmp() whi h have been modi ed
between the setjmp() and the longjmp().
To avoid this, whenever we generate a ommit, we put it in its own nested
fun tion, with the lo al variables (e.g. su eeded, plus any outputs from the
goal that we are ommitting over) remaining in the ontaining fun tion. This
ensures that none of the variables whi h get modi ed between the setjmp() and
the longjmp() and whi h get referen ed after the longjmp() are lo al variables
in the fun tion ontaining the setjmp().
Due to la k of spa e, we omit dis ussion of the other alternatives.
3.6 Calls
Generating ode for individual alls is straight-forward. Predi ate alls are
mapped dire tly to C fun tion alls:

m det all:
J

do

)

=

p (A1, A2, ...) K

p (A1 , A1, ...);

m semi all:
J

su

)

=

su

p

eeded =
(A1 , A2 , ...)

eeded =

m non all:

p (A1, A2, ...)
&& Cont () K
=)
p (A1, A2, ..., Cont );
J

K

p (A1 , A2, ...);

The only signi ant ompli ation is that output arguments should be passed
by referen e. The details for handling this are straight-forward but tedious, so we
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omit a detailed des ription, and instead refer interested readers to the Mer ury
ompiler sour es.

3.7 Uni ations
The ode generated for uni ations is straight-forward, but will depend on
the exa t data representation hosen. For m semi uni ations, we need to set
su eeded to indi ate whether the uni ation su eeded or not. The other details are mu h the same as in traditional approa hes to ompiling logi programs
to C, so we only give a sample:

m semi de onstru t:
J

m det de onstru t:
J

su eeded =
(X = f(A1 ,

)

=

A2 ,

X

)

=
...))

=

f (A1, A2 ,

...)

K

/* tag test */
J su eeded =
(X = f ( , , ...)) K
if (su eeded)
/* extra t arguments */
A1 = arg(X , f , 1);
A2 = arg(X , f , 2);
...

K

f

/* extra t arguments */
A1 = arg(X , f, 1);
A2 = arg(X , f, 2);
...

g

Here arg() ould be de ned as a C ma ro or fun tion in the runtime library.

4 Implementation and Ben hmarks
We have implemented this approa h in a new ba k-end for the Mer ury ompiler,
whi h is in luded, together with the original ba k-end, in Mer ury 0.10 and 0.10.1
(released April 2001). The hoi e of ba k-end is ontrolled by a ompiler option.
We have tested the orre tness of our implementation by su essfully bootstrapping the ompiler using the new ba k-end, and by passing, on several arhite tures, all the appropriate tests (several hundred) in the Mer ury test suite.
Program

SLOC

mm
171474
ompress
385
i fp2000
4341
i fp2001
458
nu
3120

time (in se onds)
size (in kb)
asm fast.g hl .g ratio asm fast.g hl .g ratio
17.20 20.36 1.18
6320 4504 0.71
26.73 18.98 0.71
1328 944 0.71
65.36 30.74 0.47
1848 1148 0.62
33.02 32.17 0.97
1344 952 0.71
40.53 31.39 0.77
1392 1040 0.75

Fig. 2.

Ben hmark speed ratios

We have evaluated our new ompilation s heme, whi h we refer to as high
level C (hl .g ), by omparing it to our old s heme [14℄, whi h was the fastest
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existing Mer ury implementation. The old s heme ompiles Mer ury to C ode
that is so low level that it uses C only as a portable assembler [10℄; the fastest
version of this s heme, asm fast.g , uses small pie es of assembly ode as well
as GNU C extensions. The two s hemes use identi al data representations and
the same garbage olle tor [1℄. The results are shown in Figure 2. The SLOC
olumn shows the number of Sour e Lines of Code for ea h ben hmark, ex luding omments and blank lines. The following two groups of olumns ompare
asm fast.g and hl .g with respe t to CPU times and exe utable sizes.
The mm test ase is the Mer ury ompiler translating a large sour e
le. Compress is a Mer ury version of the 129. ompress ben hmark from the
SPECint95 suite. The next two entries involve our group's entries in re ent
ICFP programming ontests. The 2000 entry is a ray tra er that generates .ppm
les from a stru tural des ription of a s ene, while the 2001 entry is a sour eto-sour e ompression program for a hypotheti al markup language. Nu is a
Mer ury version of the pseudoknot ben hmark, exe uted 1000 times. The ben hmark ma hine was a Gateway 5150XL laptop (700 MHz PIII, 256 Mb, Linux
2.2.18). Further details of the test setup are available from our web site.
On the two oating-point intensive programs (i fp2000 and nu ), the high
level C ba k end already outperforms the old ba k end, prin ipally be ause it
boxes oating point values only when they are stored on the heap, not when
they are stored on the sta k. Storing unboxed oating point values on the sta k
omes naturally when the C ompiler is managing the sta k frames, but doing the
same in our low-level ba k-end would be diÆ ult, be ause it would signi antly
ompli ate our sta k slot allo ation algorithm. The high level C ba k end also
outperforms the old ba k end on ompress, mainly be ause ompress's work is
dominated by omplex integer expressions, and the C ompiler an store the
intermediate results in ma hine registers whereas the Mer ury ompiler must
usually put them in virtual registers that are a tually stored in memory. In both
ases, the new ba k end wins be ause it does better at reusing the development
e ort already invested in existing C ompilers.
For the remaining two programs, the pi ture is mixed. On mm , the high level
C ba k end is slower than the old ba k end; on i fp2000, it is about the same
speed. One advantage of the old ba k end is that it has a more streamlined alling
onvention. However, the old ba k end relies on exploiting GNU extensions to
C for its eÆ ien y. Proje ts that need to use a C ompiler other than g (e.g.
Mi rosoft Visual C) annot use these extensions. Without those extensions, the
low level ba k end loses mu h of its speed; e.g. the time for mm in reases
from 17.20s to 27.42s. Sin e the high level C ba k end does not need to use
g extensions for its speed, it onsistently outperforms the old ba k end on
su h proje ts. This last point makes our s heme espe ially useful for ommer ial
users, who often need to link Mer ury programs with software su h as Mi rosoft
Foundation Classes, and therefore need to use Mi rosoft ompilers.

5 Related Work
The idea of implementing nondeterminism by invoking a ontinuation on su ess
and falling through on failure is not new. It has been proposed several times in
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the literature, in several ontexts | for example Prolog meta-interpreters and
implementing nondeterminism in languages su h as Lisp [5℄ | and it is losely
related to the idea of binarization of Prolog programs [15℄ and to the implementation of generators in languages su h as I on [13℄. However, few of these papers
have formal translation rules, and few onsider the optimization opportunities
presented by knowledge of determinism information, whi h an derived by program analysis even for languages su h as Prolog in whi h determinism is not
a fundamental on ept. Few have pra ti al, well-tested implementations. None
have translation rules and pra ti al implementations.
The only papers that we know of that use a translation s heme that is reasonably losely related to the one presented in this paper are [12℄ and [18℄, whi h
des ribe s hemes for translating strongly typed variants of Prolog to Pas al and
C respe tively. Both transformations have signi ant limitations. They do not
handle if-then-else or the Prolog ut operator, nor do they handle nested disjun tions. While they both have examples showing how one an exploit determinism
information to generate better ode, they do not des ribe, even informally, the
rules that govern the generation of that better ode.

6 Con lusions
We have presented a s heme for translating Mer ury to high level C ode. The
new ompilation s heme has already shown itself to be ompetitive with our
previous s heme for ompilation to low level C, beating its performan e for
programs that are oating point intensive and in environments where one annot
use g as the C ompiler and therefore annot use GNU C extensions to the C
language.
Furthermore, this performan e is a hieved with a model that is in our opinion signi antly simpler than earlier approa hes su h as the original Mer ury
ompiler or WAM-based Prolog to C ompilers. We have no need for additional
global data stru tures, su h as virtual ma hine registers, environment or hoi e
point sta ks, and the like, and we avoid the need to do our own register or sta k
slot allo ation. Sin e the C ode that we generate is loser to what an ordinary C
programmer would write, the C ompiler an be expe ted to optimize it better,
and it is less likely to trigger obs ure bugs in the C ompiler.
Our translation s heme an also be adapted to target languages other than
C. We have used it as the basis of the Mer ury ode generator that targets IL,
the intermediate language of the .NET Common Language Runtime [8℄, and as
the basis of an (as yet in omplete) ode generator that emits Java. Most of the
diÆ ult issues in those ports on ern issues su h as data representation that are
orthogonal to the topi of this paper; the adaptation of the translation s heme
has been relatively straightforward.
The main drawba k of our translation s heme is that we annot guarantee
tail all optimization for indire tly re ursive tail alls, unless there is expli it
support for this in the target language (as is the ase for IL and C--).
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